Empower your teen for a lifetime of success.

Raise grades.
Develop leadership skills.
Increase motivation.
SuperCamp is a unique and highly engaging summer camp program, in which students from all over the world come to prestigious universities in the U.S. and experience personal growth, gain newfound confidence and motivation, and learn how to make school easier and more enjoyable.

Throughout its 38 years, SuperCamp has impacted more than 80,000 lives!

**OUR METHOD**

1. **Interactive Learning**
   - Our optimal learning environment: We create a positive atmosphere where students feel a sense of belonging and participate at a high level. Our Quantum Learning advanced teaching methods reach all students and immerse them in interactive learning.

2. **Professional Educators**
   - Our exceptional staff: We hire the best! We select applicants with a natural ability to inspire and connect with students and to bring out their personal best. Our facilitators are professional educators, many with advanced degrees.

3. **Joyful Learning**
   - Our core beliefs: We believe that all young people can excel when they are inspired and motivated to learn because they want to, not because they have to.

4. **Positive Attitude**
   - Our genuine commitment: Our commitment to each and every child is to give them the skills and mindset that create a shift in how they feel about themselves and what they can accomplish.

**TALK TO US** about the difference SuperCamp can make for your son or daughter.
ACADEMIC CONFIDENCE

SuperCamp empowers students to ...  
- believe in their ability to achieve  
- read faster with better comprehension  
- write with clarity  
- think critically  
- speak confidently  
- take effective notes  
- memorize easily  
- improve test scores

PERSONAL SUCCESS

SuperCamp inspires students to ...  
- feel motivated to succeed  
- accept responsibility for actions  
- learn and grow from mistakes  
- communicate effectively  
- define priorities and achieve goals  
- create strong relationships  
- examine values and direction  
- embrace meaningful life principles

“SuperCamp far exceeded my expectations. Danny’s whole attitude about school changed. He has become a real leader in his school and an honor roll student.”
—Susan H., SuperCamp grad parent
**REASONS TO ATTEND SUPERCAMP**

**RAISE GRADES**
Subjects at school get easier while grades improve as students apply study strategies and test-taking, time management, note-taking, reading and writing skills gained at SuperCamp. They explore personal learning styles and how to use visual, auditory and kinesthetic strategies to maximize learning and comprehension.

**BUILD CONFIDENCE**
Students build self-confidence in several ways at SuperCamp as a result of the new learning and life skills they acquire and the positive reinforcement they experience as they apply these skills throughout camp. As they experience “mini-success moments,” they begin to see that their potential is limitless!

**GAIN INDEPENDENCE**
In learning about the 8 Keys of Excellence at SuperCamp, students understand what it takes to become a more responsible, independent person who can live their best life with integrity and committed to make their dreams happen by learning from their mistakes and making the most of every moment.
**BECOME A GREAT LEADER AND COMMUNICATOR**

The ability to lead is a fundamental part of academic and personal success. And the ability to be a great communicator is critical to becoming a leader. Students will discover their strengths as a leader and specific ways to speak more effectively, present themselves more clearly and listen objectively.

**MASTER PROBLEM SOLVING AND GOAL SETTING**

Independent thought and creative problem solving are integral parts of success, along with setting goals that reflect personal values and beliefs. We teach the basics of lateral and outcome thinking, and ways to better organize one’s life.

**IMPROVE PEER, TEACHER, AND PARENT RELATIONSHIPS**

Relationships with important people in a student’s life can affect school results. Our life skills curriculum includes exercises for improving these relationships. Students use specific communication models to convey needs, feelings, frustrations and opinions in a positive manner.
Quantum Learning Network is an educational organization dedicated to making a difference in the hearts, minds and characters of our children. Our family of programs is powered by the Quantum Learning research-based methodology. QLN.com

80% of SuperCamp grads feel more confident in their academic and social lives.

SuperCamp offers programs for middle school, high school and college students:

- **Junior Forum**: Ages 11-13, 7 days
- **Senior Forum**: Ages 14-18, 10 days
- **Leadership Forum**: Ages 15-18, 7 days
- **Quantum Academy**: Ages 17-20, 7 days

SuperCamp.com
(800) 228-5327
INT 1 (760) 722-0072